CASE STUDY: CHELSEA CREEK
CONSTRUCTION

BRIEF
Chelsea Creek
had 4 requirements:
1. Installation of Urmet iPervoice Intercom
2. Installation of Urmet iPervoice Access
Control System
3. Installation of American Dynamics IP CCTV System
4. Installation of Fibre Links & Wireless
Transmission System

SOLUTION
1. UPSCALE
With one of the largest luxury residential
developments in Fulham, a fully IP intercom system
was implemented. The security systems were
installed by the Ansador projects team succeeded
the installation working closely with the St George
technical team.

2. MONITOR COSTS
Due to the size of the project, Ansador specified and
integrated both Fibre Links and radio transmission
across the development. Employing Wavesight radio
links, data communication was enabled from remote
areas and across the development there allowing
a suitable platform on which to implement the
security systems specified.

3. BESPOKE SYSTEM
An Urmet iPervoice intercom and access control
system were integrated across the development
operating across a well-engineered network. With all
hardware being addressed in house, the installation
of the systems was seamless offering a reduced
time on site and ultimately offering a cost saving to
the client.

CHALLENGES
With an expansive community being created,
it was imperative that IP CCTV be strategically
implemented with cameras being implemented right
across the board. The American Dynamics system
was installed in tandem with radio links already
prepared by Ansador networking engineers, the on
site teams were able to deploy and commission
cameras even in the most remote areas with data
being transmitted to the central network video
recoding station.

RESULT
Integrated intercom and card access system
offering full control of the entire site wide access
control systems.
Fibre and radio links offering efficient and
immediate data transmission allowing for real
time monitoring of security systems.
American Dynamics CCTV system offering
concierge real time visibility of communal and
perimeter areas with improved analytics to aid in
reducing administration.
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